THAED LE'DREA

Death Cleric 13

Sage

Jim

class & Level

Background

Player Name

Human

EVIL

126,300

race

Alignment

Experience Points

ZHENTARIUM
faction

dci number

character name

Inspiration

Strength

4

20/22

5

Armor
Class

Proficiency bonus

+2

30

initiative

speed

19

Personality Traits

dexterity

4

Strength

2

Dexterity

8

Constitution

0

Intelligence

2

✔

15

✔

8

Wisdom

✔

6

Charisma

constitution

16
✔
intelligence

10
wisdom

3
16
charisma

1
13

✔

2

Acrobatics (Dex)

3

Animal Handling (Wis)

5

Arcana (Int)

4

Athletics (Str)

1

Deception (Cha)

5

History (Int)

3

Insight (Wis)

1

Intimidation (Cha)

0

Investigation (Int)

✔ 8
0

"Knowledge is the path to power and
domination."
current hit points

temporary hit points

Total

Perception (Wis)
Performance (Cha)

1

Persuasion (Cha)

✔ 5
2

Religion (Int)

2

Stealth (Dex)

3

Survival (Wis)

Name

bonds

Successes

d8

"Most people run when they see a demon.
However, I prefer to stay and study its
habits."

failures
death saves

Atk Bonus damage/type

The Nightblade

+13

1d8+8

Axe of the Glacier Rift

+13

2d12

Shield of Thorns

+9

1d6+2d4

>Each Turn: 1 Attack and 1 Bonus
> MAY ADD +1d8 damage to (1) melee attack
>UNMOD Attack Bonus is +9
>Nightblade has special ability on HIT
> Axe has special ability on 18-20 ROLL.
>Shield adds +2 to DEX SAVING THROWS
>Shield allows you to use a REACTION to
avoid any damage from a successful DEX
SAVE!
>Spell DC is 16. +8 on any Spell Target Rolls!
Domain spells are cast free 1/day
>You can spend superiority dice on hits.

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

Attacks & Spellcasting

SKILLS

13

13d8

Hit Dice

Nature (Int)

1

Ideals

Everything I do is balanced by pondering
the re

Medicine (Wis)

3

143

Hit Point Maximum

saving throws

3

0

"If you do me injury I will crush you, ruin
your name, and salt your fields."

Passive wisdom (Perception)
CP

> UnMod Stats are: STR16, DEX15, CON16,
INT10, WIS16, CHA13
> Speaks Common, Undercommon, Drow, and
Elven, and Goblin
> Proficiencies: All armors, simple and martial
weapons, shield

sP

eP

gP

pP

Other proficiencies & languages

A bottle of black ink, a quill, two
small knives, a letter from a dead
colleague posing a question you
have not yet been able to
answer, a set of common clothes,
2 belt pouches, backpack,
bedroll, mess kit, tinderbox, 10
torches, rations, waterskin, 50'
hemp rope, set of clothing, cloak
(desert camo)
Equipment

flaws

> REAPER
At 1st level, the cleric learns one necromancy
cantrip of his or her choice from any spell list.
When the cleric casts a necromancy cantrip
that normally targets only one creature, the
spell can instead target two creatures within
range and within 5 feet of each other.
>DIVINE STRIKE: May add 1d8 damage to a
melee damage roll (1) per turn.
>DIVINE INTERVENTION: You can call on
your deity to intervene on your behalf when
your need is great. Imploring your deity's aid
requires you to use your Action. Describe the
assistance you seek, and roll percentile dice. If
you roll a number equal to or lower than your
cleric leveI, your deity intervenes!
> FEATS:
- Keen Mind: Vou always know which way is
North. You always know the number of hours
left before the next sunrise/sunset. You can
accurately recall anything you have seen or
heard within the past month. +1 INT
- Shield Master: Use bonus aclion to Shove a
creature with shield. +2 to Dex saves if using
shield. Use a Reaction with DEX SAVE to
negate damage!
- Durable: When you roll a Hit Die to regain
hit points, the minimum number of hit points
you regain from the roll equals twice your
Constitution modifier (minimum of 2). +1 CON
- Resilient: +1 CON. Prof. Bonus for Save.

Features & Traits
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THAED LE'DREA

age

height

weight

eyes

skin

hair

character name

Faction Rank ARDRAGON

faction

ZHENTARIUM

A member of the mercenary company known as
Zhentarim thinks of himself as a member of a
very large family and relies on the Black
Network for resources and security. However,
members are granted enough autonomy to
pursue their own interests and gain some
measure of personal power or influence.
As an Ardragon, Thae answers directly to his
commander, Rian Nightshade, who has the
standing order for all her Doombringers to assist
Lord Dagault Neverember at all costs.
He has sworn loyalty to Fzoul Chembryl, Exarch
of Bane and High Lord of the Zhentarim.

character appearance

As a Doombringer, I have sworn an oath to
Myrkul, the Lord of Bones, to roam the land
avenging followers of the Dead Three and
slaying those who disrespect the Lord of
Bones. As a part of that oath, I must provide aid
to those who worship Myrkul, Bane, and Bhaal
if I am able. I must also try to put down an
heretics who worship the Mad God, Cyric.
My Doombringer dogma is: "Know me and fear
me. My embrace is for all and is patient but
sure. The dead can always find you. My hand is
everywhere - there is no door I cannot pass,
nor guardian who can withstand me."
I get insights as to the whereabouts of relics
and artifacts that will further my cause and
bring me closer to finding the Crown of Horns.
One of these is the Sword of Kas which was
bestowed upon me by Myrkul himself. If my will
is strong enough, it will send many more souls
to Myrkul and destroy the followers of
undeserving gods. I have taken up the Sword's
quest to destory all things Vecna and return
Kas to the realm of mortals.
Recently while searching for the Crown of
Horns near waterdeep's Skullport, I overheard
a few patrons from a tavern discussing how one
of the Neverwinter Eight had killed an Avatar of
Cyric. Since I am in the area I am making
arrangements to find these adventurers in
hopes of of perhaps joining them as they may
be kindred spirits and welcome additions in
accomplishing my goals.

character backstory

allies & organizations

>SAGE: You have spent years in study to learn
the lore of the multiverse. You are a master of
study.
> SAGE FEATURE: "RESEARCHER" You have
resources to research lore about people, places,
and things.
>FIGHTING STYLE: DEFENSE
- While you are wearing armor, you gain a +1
bonus to AC.
>COMBAT SUPERIORITY (3 dice)
- DISARM: On a hit, spend 1 dice. Add 1d8 to
the damage roll of the hit. Target makes a STR
Save or drops weapon at his feet.
- DISTRACT: On a hit, spend 1 dice. Add 1d8
to the hit's damage roll. Next attack made by
your ally on this turn as Advantage.
- GOAD: On a hit, spend 1 dice. Add 1d8 to
hit's damage roll. Target makes WIS save or has
Disadvantage on attacks against your allies this
turn.

>CHANNEL DIVINITY (2/rest)
- Touch of Death: Channeled through a melee
attack, deal 5+(level x 2) extra necrotic damage.
- Turn Undead: Undead within 30' must make
WIS save or Dash/Dodge for 1 minute. Undead
of CR 2 or lower are destroyed instead.
(Ignores Resistance to Necrotic Damage!)
>HEALER'S KIT
- 10 uses. As an Action, expend a use to
stabilize someone who is at (0) hit points without
having to use use the Medicine skill.

additional features & traits

6

Total Non-consumable magic items

>Sword of Kas: Concordance = 6
>Nightblade: +4/+4 Longsword 1d8. Thaed can
spend his reserve HD to inflict additional
damage. User gains 1d4 HP with hit.
>Axe of the Glacial Rift: +4 Great Axe. 2d12
damage + 4d8 Cold on ROLL of 18-20. Can do
Ice Burst as Bonus Attack.
>Shield of Thorns: Spikes from shield can he
fired as a Bonus Action 5/day. Recharges in 24
hours. Spikes do: 2d4+1 damage. Used as a
weapon, the Bash does 1d6+1d4.

> Gauntlets of Ogre Power: Your Strength score
is 19 while you wear these gauntlets. They have
no effect on you if your Strength is already 19 or
higher.
> Ring of the Drow: While wearing it the user
gains Darkvision (120'), Fey Ancestry but is
Sensitive to Sunlight.
>Talisman of the Dead Three: Recharges at
midnight with 1d10 charges. All the following
powers cost 1 charge: Speak with Dead,
Necrotic Spray (3d12), Revivify, Spare/Slay the
Living, Mass Cure/Cause Wounds.
> Doombringer Ceremonial Armor: AC +1 (Plate)

treasure
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Cleric, Death Domain

WISDOM

16

+8

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

3

You know 5 cleric cantrips and 1 necromancy cantrip

Domain: Animate Dead

Spare the Dying

Domain: Vampiric Touch

6

1

7

1

Guidance
Light
Mending

Resistance
Sacred Flame

SPELL
LEVEL

1

SLOTS TOTAL

4

EPAR

SPELL NAME

ED

PR

SLOTS EXPENDED

Domain: False Life

Domain: Ray of Sickness

4

3

SPELLS KNOWN

Domain: Death Ward
Domain: Blight

8

2

3

Domain: blindnessjdeafness

Domain: ray of enfeeblement

5

2

Domain: Anti-Life Shell

9

Domain: Cloudkill
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